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education reimagined

General Okoye: tech savvy & mindfulness are not at odds
getting to the heart

(doesn’t always feel good)
by any means necessary
Students banned from highered

Baha’i Institute for Higher Education

- Started in 1987
- 700 faculty & 1,050 online classes
- From Persian Lit to Applied Chem
- 50,000 students since it started
- Credits accepted in other countries
broader context of education
Second Life Unplugged: A Design for Fostering At-risk Students' STEM Agency

By the end of the project Shahzor had the following exchange with the PI:
**PI:** Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
**SQ:** I want to be an architect.

... 

[AFTER presenting his project to a group of scholars at the University of California, Berkeley]

**PI:** What was your favorite part and what was the hardest part?
**SQ:** It was just hella fun cause these people they never saw anything like that so every time you show them they see they was like WOAH! It makes you really feel appreciated, they really like my work you know, give you a little confidence....Nothing was hard.
world-building
not just resume building

actualization
not just access
a few short stories
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I. Educational Grind
II. Educational Priorities

By Emily Siegel

April 3, 2016 | Edit | Snapchat
III. Educational Heart
Breakthrough in fixing a broken heart

By Chkwuma Muanya, Assistant Editor | 16 January 2017 | 1:34 am
how do we teach & learn with heart?
sitting on the answer
What values are we embedding in online learning tools?
beyond technological determinism
raising (anti/racist) robots
examples of engineering inequity
Welcome to the First International Beauty Contest Judged by Artificial Intelligence

Here you can find the winners of Beauty.AI 2.0 contest

Check The Winners

Watch our video
A beauty contest was judged by AI and the robots didn't like dark skin

The first international beauty contest decided by an algorithm has sparked controversy after the results revealed one glaring factor linking the winners
“three black teenagers”
“algorithmic discrimination”
“widely-used language processing algorithms trained on human writing from the internet reproduce human biases along racist & sexist lines.”
who do we learn to see... and ignore?
Reimagining Education Toolkit

S.H.A.L.T.

By Manzel Bowman
Instructors are 94% more likely to respond to white male students (also homophily among white female students)
Past is Never Past – “Forward thinking” in Circles
Algorithmic Care
Looking for a Choice of Voices in A.I. Technology

By QUENTIN HARDY  OCT. 9, 2016

Who do we hear...?
Linguistic Expression
Every one in every four children attending

extinction population will more than double

in U.S. schools! Hence, the question

of population growth in the United States of

of those who professionally work in
Technological Humility
Underserved
Overserved
Thou SHALT use this toolkit!

Social Literacy
Historical Literacy
Algorithmic Care
Linguistic Expression
Technological Humility
designing differently

It’s in the details!
Thank you for your attention!
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